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A film & web documentary narrative in development 
animals are hidden in the shadows of our highly mechanized urban world
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MOO! 

Dear Friends of the Ghosts, 

We hope you are enjoying the summer.  We have a few exciting updates to share with you ... 

With your support we exceeded our fundraising goals via our Indiegogo fundraising campaign. This
means we are able to produce fresh content for our website; pay the team members who worked on
deferral; recoup our expenses from phase one development; make a donation of $600.00 to the
important ongoing work of We Animals (www.weanimals.org). Thank you again for your tremendous
support. 
We really couldn’t be happier ... 

We have been funded for Phase Two Development by the Documentary Channel
(www.cbc.ca/documentarychannel) and the Bell New Media Fund (http://bellfund.ca/). This is very
significant to have two mainstream market partners on board for a documentary project that poses
huge moral questions about our relationship to animals, specifically the animals used for human profit
and consumption. Currently, we are in the midst of our development process, working with a stellar
team. On the web side of development I am working closely with the dynamic duo The Goggles
(www.thegoggles.org), if you are an Adbusters fan you already know that they are masters of political
art. The Goggles are the Interactive Art Directors of the immersive online experience concept for
TGIOM. By the end of September Ghosts Media Inc. will be ready to submit a detailed and exciting
innovative concept to the Bell New Media Fund for production funding. Fingers crossed! 

On the film side of development ... 
Animal rights photographer Jo-Anne McArthur (the main subject of the film) and my fellow producer,
Nina Beveridge, and I just returned from Farm Sanctuary in upstate New York
(www.farmsanctuary.org). What a magical place. We filmed the first significant chapter of a
rehabilitation story of two farm animals who were rescued from a stockyard - they were deemed
“worthless” and would have otherwise been sent to slaughter to be rendered into low grade animal
products, like cheap hamburger meat and dog food. Much more about this story will be revealed over
the course of August and September. What I will say now is that this is a deeply heartfelt and
illuminating story, one that will provide viewers an intimate window into the sentience of farm animals.
I really look forward to documenting their progress over the course of the next year and getting to
know their individual characters. The film concept, by the way, also features three other animal stories
from around the world. 

One of the central moral questions TGIOM will pose is: Why do we value wildlife and our companion
animals, but not the billions of animals bred used and slaughtered annually by global industries? 
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animals, but not the billions of animals bred used and slaughtered annually by global industries? 

The ghosts have no status or voice, which is why I am so compelled to tell their story. 

Thanks for continuing to listen. 

For the Ghosts, 

Liz 

Liz Marshall
GHOSTS MEDIA INC.
DIRECTOR. PRODUCER. WRITER
skype: lizdmarshall 
+1.416.200.4509
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Watch the latest trailer: http://www.vimeo.com/24098735
Join our facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/TheGhostsInOurMachine
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